
OPTIMUS TRACKER
Long Term Battery

GPS Tracker

To activate your tracker, please follow
these easy steps

Go to our website www.OptimusTracker.com

Click on the “Activate Tracker” link.

Fill out the form. You will need
the IMEI number.
It’s the 15-digit number that is
printed on the tracker’s labels.

GPS Tracker GL501M
TRACKER

After subscribing, wait a minute for
the activation email.
Make sure to check your spam/junk folder too.

Optimus GPS Tracking
sales@optimustracker.com
support@optimustracker.com
Tel: 855-893-0707

*The Device cannot be turned
off with the power button



*The Device cannot be turned off with the power button

About this tracker

• To turn ON: Hold the tracker’s only button until you feel a vibration. The Tracker’s lights will 
flash only for 5 minutes after turning on. After that time the lights will turn off in order to save 
battery life.
• After the lights turn off, to check the tracker’s status, press the power button rapidly, both 
lights will turn on at the same time to indicate the tracker is turned on. If the light does not turn 
on while you pressed the button then that means that the tracker is turned off.
• During Charging: Both LEDS will flash simultaneously to indicate the device is being charged.
• When Fully-Charged: Both LEDS will be solid on to indicate the device is fully charged.
Led Details
STATUS LIGHT:
Flashing fast: Searching for celular signal.
Flashing slow: Connected to celular signal GPS
GPS LIGHT:
Flashing fast: Searching for GPS signal.
Flashing slow: GPS signal cannot be acquired.
• It is best to have the tracker outside to get a good GPS signal.
• The Light tamper sensor will notify you when the tracker has been removed from the asset 
when using the magnetic holder. You must enable the alert in the tracking website or App.

Optimus GPS Tracking
sales@optimustracker.com
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